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Abstract—Signal extraction from a single-channel mixture with
additional undesired signals is most commonly performed using
time-frequency (TF) masks. Typically, the mask is estimated
with a deep neural network (DNN), and element-wise applied
to the complex mixture short-time Fourier transform (STFT)
representation to perform the extraction. Ideal mask magnitudes
are zero for solely undesired signals in a TF bin and undefined
for total destructive interference. Usually, masks have an upper
bound to provide well-defined DNN outputs at the cost of limited
extraction capabilities. We propose to estimate with a DNN a
complex TF filter for each mixture TF bin which maps an
STFT area in the respective mixture to the desired TF bin to
address destructive interference in mixture TF bins. The DNN
is optimized by minimizing the error between the extracted
and the ground-truth desired signal allowing to learn the TF
filters without having to specify ground-truth TF filters. We
compare our approach with complex and real-valued TF masks
by separating speech from a variety of different sound and noise
classes from the Google AudioSet corpus. We also process the
mixture STFT with notch-filters and zero whole time-frames,
to simulate packet-loss during transmission, to demonstrate
the reconstruction capabilities of our approach. The proposed
method outperformed the baselines, especially when notch-filters
and time-frame zeroing were applied.
Index Terms—Signal Extraction, Signal Enhancement, Time-
Frequency Masking
I. INTRODUCTION
Real-world sound signals often consist of a mixture of
desired sounds and additional interfering sources like traffic
noise, music, or babble speech. Further degradations of the
desired signals in the mixture can be caused by preprocessing
or specific room geometries, which cause notch-filters, or by
packet-loss during transmission. Extracting and reconstructing
desired signals from such a mixture is highly desirable in
applications like speech enhancement, source separation, or
packet-loss concealment. In this paper, we propose a single-
channel approach, which extracts a desired signal from a
mixture of desired and undesired signals, that consist of
interfering sounds and also model additional degradations
like notch-filters or packet-loss. Hence, our approach jointly
addresses interference reduction and signal reconstruction.
Typically, signal extraction is performed in the short-time
Fourier transform (STFT) domain, where the real and imag-
inary part (e.g., [1]), or the spectral magnitude (e.g., [2]) of
the desired signals are estimated. Other approaches estimate
time-frequency (TF) masks, which are consequently element-
wise applied to the complex mixture STFT to perform the
extraction. Estimating TF masks is usually preferred over
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directly estimating spectral magnitudes due to performance
reasons [3]. Typically, TF masks are estimated from a mixture
representation by a deep neural network (DNN) (e.g., [3]–[12])
where the output layer often directly yields the STFT mask.
Two common approaches exist to train such DNNs. First, a
ground-truth mask is defined, and the DNN learns the mixture
to mask mapping by minimizing an error function between the
ground-truth and estimated masks (e.g., [4], [6]). In the second
approach, the DNN learns the mapping by directly minimizing
an error function between the estimated and the desired signal
(e.g., [9], [13], [14]). Erdogan et al. [15] showed that direct
optimization is equal to mask optimization weighted with the
squared mixture magnitude. Consequently, the impact of high
energy TF bins on the loss is increased, and the impact of low
energy decreased. Furthermore, no ground-truth mask has to
be defined as it is implicitly given when specifying the desired
signal.
For different extraction tasks, different types of TF masks
have been proposed. Given a mixture in STFT domain where
the signal in each TF bin either belongs solely to the desired
or the undesired signal, extraction can be performed using
binary masks [16] (e.g., [6], [8]). Given a mixture in STFT
domain where several sources are active in the same TF bin,
ratio masks (RMs) [17] or complex ratio masks (CRMs) [18]
can be applied. Both assign a gain to each mixture TF bin to
estimate the desired spectrum. The real-valued gains of RMs
perform TF bin-wise magnitude correction from the mixture
to the desired spectrum. The estimated phase is, in this case,
equal to the mixture phase. CRMs apply a complex instead of
a real gain and additionally perform phase correction. Speaker
separation, dereverberation, and denoising have been achieved
using RM (e.g., [7], [9], [13], [14], [19]) and CRM (e.g.
[4], [5]). Ideally, the magnitude of RMs and CRMs is zero
if only undesired signals are active in a TF bin and much
larger than one if the desired and undesired signals overlap
destructively in a certain TF bin. Outputs approaching infinity
cannot be estimated well with a DNN. For obtaining well-
defined DNN outputs, it is possible to estimate a compressed
mask (e.g., [5]) with a DNN and perform extraction after
decompression to obtain mask values with high magnitudes.
Weak noise on the DNN output, however, can lead to a
huge change in the estimated masks resulting in big errors.
Furthermore, when the desired and undesired signals in a TF
bin add up to zero, also a compressed mask cannot reconstruct
the respective magnitude from zero by multiplication. Often,
the case of destructive interference is ignored (e.g., [7], [14],
[20]), and mask values bounded to one are estimated because
higher values also come with the risk of noise amplification.
Besides masks, also complex-valued TF filters (e.g., [21]) have
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2been applied for the purpose of signal extraction. Current TF
filter approaches usually incorporate a statistics estimation step
(e.g., [21]–[24]), which can be crucial given a large variety of
unknown interference signals with fast-changing statistics as
present in real-world scenarios.
In this paper, we propose to use a DNN to estimate a
complex-valued TF filter for each TF bin in the STFT domain
to address extraction also for highly non-stationary signals
with unknown statistics. The filter is element-wise applied to
a defined area in the respective mixture STFT. The result is
summed up to obtain an estimate of the desired signal in the
respective TF bin. The individual complex filter values are
bounded in magnitude to provide well-defined DNN outputs.
Each estimated TF bin is a complex weighted sum of a TF bin
area in the complex mixture. This allows addressing the case
of destructive interference in a single TF bin without the noise-
sensitivity of mask compression. It also allows reconstructing
a TF bin which is zero by taking into account neighboring TF
bins with non-zero magnitudes. The combination of DNNs and
TF filters mitigates both the shortcomings of TF masks and
of existing TF filter approaches.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we present
the signal extraction process with TF masks and subsequently,
in Section III, we describe our proposed method. Section IV
contains the data sets we used and Section V the results of
the experiments to verify our theoretical considerations.
II. STFT MASK BASED EXTRACTION
In this section, we review the extraction process with TF
masks and provide implementation details of the masks we
used as baselines in the performance evaluation.
A. Objective
We define the complex single-channel spectrum of the
mixture as X(n, k), of the desired signal as Xd(n, k), and
of the undesired signal as Xu(n, k) in STFT domain where n
is the time-frame and k is the frequency index. We consider
the mixture X(n, k) to be a superposition
X(n, k) = Xu(n, k) +Xd(n, k). (1)
The objective of mask-based extraction is to obtain an estimate
of Xd(n, k) by applying a mask to X(n, k), i.e.,
X̂d(n, k) = M̂(n, k) ·X(n, k), (2)
where X̂d(n, k) is the estimated desired signal and M̂(n, k)
the estimated TF mask.
Usually TF masks are estimated with a DNN which is
either optimized to estimate a predefined ground-truth TF
mask M(n, k) for all N · K TF bins, where N is the total
number of time-frames and K the number of frequency bins
per time-frame
JM =
1
N ·K
K∑
k=1
N∑
n=1
|M(n, k)− M̂(n, k)|2, (3)
or to reduce the reconstruction error between Xd(n, k) and
X̂d(n, k)
JR =
1
N ·K
K∑
k=1
N∑
n=1
|(Xd(n, k)− X̂d(n, k))2|, (4)
or to reduce the magnitude reconstruction
JMR =
1
N ·K
K∑
k=1
N∑
n=1
(|Xd(n, k)| − |X̂d(n, k)|)2. (5)
For destructive interference in (1), when
|Xd(n, k) +Xu(n, k)| ≤ |Xd(n, k)|, (6)
then the ideal mask magnitude |M(n, k)| = | Xd(n,k)Xd(n,k)+Xu(n,k) | is
∈ [1,∞[. Hence, the global optimum cannot always be reached
if |M̂(n, k)| is bounded.
B. Implementation
For mask estimation, we use a DNN with three bidirectional
long short-term memory (BLSTM) layers [25] with 1200
neurons per layer and a feed-forward output layer. We trained
DNNs with a linear and a tanh output activation to incorporate
masks with and without bounded values in our experiments.
The output O is of dimension (N,K, 2) representing a real
and imaginary output per TF bin.
For mask estimation, we designed the model to have the
same number of trainable parameters for the RM and CRM
approaches. We used a real-valued DNN with the stacked real
and imaginary part of X as input and two outputs, defined as
Or and Oi, per TF bin. These can be interpreted as real and
imaginary mask components. For RM estimation, we com-
puted M̂(n, k) =
√
Or(n, k)2 +Oi(n, k)2 . We trained DNNs
to estimate RMs optimized with (5) and CRMs optimized with
(4). We computed the complex multiplication of X(n, k) and
M̂(n, k) in (2) for the CRMs by
Re{X̂d} = Re{M̂} ·Re{X} − Im{M̂} · Im{X}, (7)
Im{X̂d} = Im{M̂} ·Re{X}+Re{M̂} · Im{X}. (8)
Note that (n, k) is omitted for brevity. We trained 100 epochs,
used the Adam [26] optimizer, a dropout [27] of 0.4 in the
BLSTMs, a batch size of 64, a learning rate of 1e-4.
III. PROPOSED STFT FILTER BASED EXTRACTION
In this section we show how to estimate Xd using an STFT
domain filter instead of TF masks as depicted in Figure 1. We
refer to this filter as a deep filter (DF).
A. Objective
We propose to obtain X̂d from X by applying a complex
filter
X̂d(n, k) =
I∑
i=−I
L∑
l=−L
H∗n,k(l+L, i+I) ·X(n− l, k− i), (9)
where 2 ·L+1 is the filter dimension in time-frame direction
and 2 · I + 1 in frequency direction and H∗n,k is the complex
conjugated 2D filter of TF bin (n, k). Note that, without loss of
generality, we used in (9) a rectangular filter centered around
(n, k) only for reasons of presentation simplicity. The filter
values are bound in magnitude to provide well-defined DNN
outputs
|H∗n,k(l + L, i+ I)| 6 b ∀l, i ∈ N : l, i ∈ [−L,L], [−I, I],
(10)
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Fig. 1: Scheme of input and output STFT. The orange cells
represent the considered regions of the input STFT to be
mapped to the one orange grid in the respective output STFT.
In a), there is a one-to-one mapping via a TF mask, and in b),
there is a many-to-one mapping via a TF filter.
where b ∈ R is the bound which depends on the DNN
output activation. The DNN is optimized according to (4)
which allows training without having to define ground-truth
filters (GTFs) and to directly optimize the reconstruction mean
squared error (MSE). The decision for GTFs is crucial because
there are usually infinitely many combinations of different
filter values that lead to the same extraction result. If a GTF
was selected randomly for a TF bin from the set of infinitely
many GTFs, training would fail because there would not
be consistency between the selected filters. We can interpret
this situation as a partially observable process for the GTF
designer and fully observable for the DNN. From the input
data properties, the DNN can decide exactly which filter to
take without ambiguities. The GTF designer has an infinitely
large set of possible GTFs but cannot interpret the input data
to decide which GTF to take so that the current DNN update
is consistent w.r.t. previous updates. By training with (4), we
avoid the problem of GTF selection.
B. Implementation
We used the same DNN as proposed in Section II-B with
a tanh output activation to define well-defined DNN outputs
and changed the output shape to (N,K, 2, 2 ·L+1, 2 · I +1),
where the last 2 entries are the filter dimensions. The complex
multiplication in (9) was performed as shown in (7) and (8).
We experimented with different filters with L, I ∈ {0, 1, 2}
resulting in filter dimensions of (2 · L + 1, 2 · I + 1). The
filter shapes of the respective models are represented as
subindices, DF2·L+1×2·I+1. The maximum of |Hn,k(l, i)| is
phase-dependent ∈ [1,√2] for the employed tanh activation.
As all |Hn,k(l, i)| can be at least 1, a DNN can theoretically
optimize (4) to its global optimum zero, if
c ·
I∑
i=−I
L∑
l=−L
|X(n− l, k − i)| > |Xd(n, k)|, (11)
where c ∈ R+ is the maximal magnitude all filter values
can reach. Hence, to address destructive interference, the
summation of all mixture magnitudes considered by a filter
weighted with c must be at least equal to the desired TF bin
magnitude. In our experiments, we used c = 1.
IV. DATA SETS
We used AudioSet [28] (without the speech samples), con-
taining a large variety of highly non-stationary sound samples,
as interference and LIBRI [29] as desired speech data corpora.
All data was downsampled to 8 kHz sampling frequency and
had a duration of 5 s. For the STFT we set the hop size to
10 ms, the frame length to 32 ms, and used the Hann window.
Consequently, in our tests K = 129 and N = 501 and the
temporal context per filter is (2 · L) · 10 ms + 32 ms and the
frequency context is (2 · I + 1) · 62.5 kHz.
For training, validation, and test data generation, we added
interference from AudioSet with a segmental signal-to-noise-
ratio (SNR) ∈ [0, 6] dB (different samples for training, val-
idation, and test), white noise with an SNR ∈ [20, 30] dB,
notch-filtering and, to simulate packet-loss, random time-frame
zeroing (T-kill) as degradations in the mentioned order. Each
degradation was applied to a sample with a probability of 50
percent. For notch-filtering, we randomly selected a center
frequency with a quality factor ∈ [10, 40]. When T-kill was
applied, every time-frame was zeroed with a probability of
0.1. We generated 100k training, 5k validation, and 50k test
samples. The test samples were divided into four subsets,
Test 0, Test 1, Test 2, and Test 3. Test 0 contains clean
speech (≈ 3k samples). In Test 1, speech was degraded by
interference from AudioSet and white noise (≈ 6k samples).
In Test 2, speech was degraded by notch-filtering, T-kill,
and white noise (≈ 6k samples). In Test 3, speech was
degraded by interference from AudioSet, notch-filtering, T-
kill, and white noise simultaneously (≈ 6k samples). With
Test 1, we perform experiments according to the standard
source extraction scenario from interference and noise as
present in various papers (e.g., [3]–[12]). With Test 2, we
investigate the influence of destructive degradations, which
require a reconstruction of the original desired signal, on the
performance. Finally, in Test 3, we investigate the influence of
interfering and destructive degradations at the same time on
the performance.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
For performance evaluation1, we used the signal-to-
distortion-ratio (SDR), the signal-to-artifacts-ratio (SAR), the
signal-to-interference-ratio (SIR) [30], [31], the reconstruction
MSE (see (4)), the short-time objective intelligibility (STOI)
[32], [33], and the test data set. In Test 0, we evaluated the
introduced distortion when clean speech is processed as many
enhancement algorithms degrade the desired signal when the
input SNR is very high. The resulting SDR was above 32 dB
in SDR for all models. Hence, all DNNs can be applied
even to clean speech as the introduced speech distortion is
1Audio examples are available at
www.audiolabs-erlangen.de/resources/2019-SPL-Deep-Filtering
4TABLE I: Average results SDR, SIR, SAR, MSE (in dB),
STOI for RM, CRM, and DF for test samples degraded with
AudioSet interference in Test 1, with a notch-filter and time-
frame zeroing (T-kill) in Test 2, and the combination in Test 3.
The mask indices lin. and tanh specify the employed output
activation for the respective model whereas the DF indices
specify the employed filter dimension (2 · L+ 1× 2 · I + 1).
Test 1: Interference
SDR SAR SIR MSE STOI
Input 7.9 8.0 27.5 1.7 0.81
Proposed DF5×3 15.4 20.6 25.2 -10.8 0.86
Proposed DF3×3 15.4 20.7 25.2 -10.8 0.86
Proposed DF3×5 15.4 20.5 25.4 -10.8 0.86
Proposed DF5×1 15.5 20.7 25.2 -11.1 0.86
Proposed DF1×5 15.3 20.2 25.4 -10.8 0.86
CRMtanh 15.1 19.8 24.7 -10.7 0.86
CRMlin. 14.8 19.4 24.2 -10.3 0.85
RMtanh 14.6 18.0 25.6 -10.2 0.86
RMlin. 14.6 17.8 25.4 -10.1 0.86
Test 2: T-kill and Notch
SDR SAR SIR MSE STOI
Input 11.5 12.3 16.6 -7.8 0.89
Proposed DF5×3 22.8 34.5 25.6 -18.8 0.94
Proposed DF3×3 22.5 33.2 25.6 -18.2 0.94
Proposed DF3×5 23.0 34.1 26.0 -18.7 0.94
Proposed DF5×1 19.8 28.5 23.1 -15.5 0.93
Proposed DF1×5 11.6 12.3 16.9 -7.9 0.89
CRMtanh 11.5 12.3 16.6 -7.8 0.89
CRMlin. 11.5 12.3 16.6 -7.8 0.89
RMtanh 11.5 12.3 16.6 -7.8 0.89
RMlin. 11.5 12.3 16.7 -7.8 0.89
Test 3: Interference, T-kill, and Notch
SDR SAR SIR MSE STOI
Input 5.9 5.6 15.8 1.0 0.76
Proposed DF5×3 14.0 21.1 20.7 -10.0 0.85
Proposed DF3×3 14.0 20.8 20.7 -10.0 0.85
Proposed DF3×5 14.0 20.8 20.9 -9.9 0.85
Proposed DF5×1 13.5 20.2 19.3 -9.6 0.85
Proposed DF1×5 9.6 12.3 15.1 -6.2 0.82
CRMtanh 9.5 12.2 14.7 -6.1 0.82
CRMlin. 9.4 12.0 14.6 -6.0 0.81
RMtanh 9.4 11.5 14.8 -6.0 0.81
RMlin. 9.4 11.5 14.8 -6.0 0.81
limited. Table I shows the average results of Test 1 - 3. In
Test 1, DFs, CRMs, and RMs showed to generalize well to
unseen interference. Overall, the maximum SDR values and
minimum MSE values were obtained using DFs. The best
performing mask in terms of SDR is the CRM with tanh
output activation with a distance between 0.2 and 0.4 dB of
SDR to the DFs. In general, DFs yield a small improvement
of SDR and MSE compared to mask-based enhancement in
Test 1 as they are capable of reconstructing TF bins with
destructive interference using bounded DNN output values.
In Test 2, DFs outperformed CRMs and RMs as expected
because the test conditions provided a comparable scenario
to destructive interference. Processing with CRMs and RMs
did not improve the signal quality as gains applied to zero
(T-kill) cannot reconstruct the desired signals. The SDR did
not decrease compared to the input similar to the results of
Test 0. The only DF without improved results is DF1×5 as
its filters only incorporate several frequency bins of the same
time-frame which have been zeroed by T-kill. Figure 2 depicts
log-magnitude spectra of clean speech, degraded speech by
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Fig. 2: Excerpt of log-magnitude STFT spectra of desired
speech, degraded by zeroing every fifth time-frame and fre-
quency, and after processing with DF3×3. The degradation in
this figure was performed for illustration purposes only unlike
the random time-frame zeroing in the data sets.
zeroing every fifth time-frame and frequency axis, and after
enhancement with DF. Traces of the grid are still visible
in low but not in high energy spectral regions as focused
on by the loss in (4). In Test 3, the DFs which considered
temporal and spectral context performed best followed first
by DF5×1 and then by DF1×5 and eventually by the masks.
When only temporal or spectral context is considered by DFs,
the degradation introduced either by notch-filters (DF5×1) or
T-kill (DF1×5) has a wider spread over the spectrum than
the filters which violates (11) and consequently leads to
worse reconstruction. Hence, the filter dimensions have to be
chosen based on the spread of destructive degradations in the
spectrum, so that (11) is not violated. Given no violation of
(11), the DFs perform on par in Test 3.
VI. CONCLUSION
We extended the concept of time-frequency masks for signal
extraction to complex filters to increase the interference reduc-
tion and decrease the signal distortion and to address destruc-
tive interference of desired and undesired signals. We proposed
to estimate the filters with a deep neural network trained end-
to-end, which avoids defining ground-truth filters for training,
which would be crucial due to the necessity to define filters for
network training given infinity many possibilities consistently.
All methods under test were able to perform speech extraction
given unknown interference signals from AudioSet and did not
degrade clean speech severely. The proposed deep filtering
outperformed the mask baselines in all tests in terms of
SDR, especially when packet-loss was simulated by time-
frame zeroing and notch-filters were applied. Hence, with
deep filters, signal extraction and/or reconstruction seems to
be feasible under very adverse conditions such as packet-loss.
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